Harness the power of ReelAbilities' acclaimed films and conversations to foster meaningful dialogue and promote a culture of inclusion.

For the past 17 years, ReelAbilities, the nation's premier organization dedicated to promoting awareness and appreciation of the stories and artistic expressions of people with disabilities through film, has forged partnerships with organizations across the United States to provide film programs and workshops advancing diversity, inclusion, and accessibility in the workplace.

We are thrilled to extend this invitation for your organization to host a special ReelAbilities presentation at your workplace. Together, we can identify the most suitable program for your affiliates and select from a diverse lineup of films, accompanied by a conversation reflecting on the topic portrayed in the film, led by a ReelAbilities representative, and when possible with the participation of the filmmaker or protagonist.

Some topics include:

- Employment
- Relationships
- Intersectionality
- Culture & Art
- Education
- Civil Rights
- Mental Health

“In all my years as a corporate DEI professional, no other lecture or workshop provided the same impact... The powerful films offer a window into a world of diverse experiences...paired with the riveting conversations led by the ReelAbilities team to offer an incredible value.” ERG lead

LEARN MORE AT: REELABILITIES.ORG
HOW IT WORKS?

SELECT A FILM
Explore our catalogue of diverse films and topics to select a film that best resonate with your objective / focus area.

BOOK A 1:1 CALL
With our Curatorial team to discuss what an impactful event looks and feels like.

SECURE AN ACCESSIBLE VENUE
To best accommodate your diverse workforce.

PROMOTE THE EVENT
Using the most inclusive and accessible approach to ensure company-wide engagement.

SHARE YOUR SUCCESS
So other companies can learn from your experience.

ACCESSIBILITY
While we provide you with captioned films and Audio Description files, please prepare to provide your colleagues additional accessibility accommodations, such as ASL interpretation, CART, braille materials, etc. upon request.

Some of the companies already presenting ReelAbilities at their workplace:

CONTACT US TO BRING REELABILITIES TO YOUR OFFICE!
INFO@REELABILITIES.ORG
REELABILITIES.ORG/WORKPLACE